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All 7s Starting W- 

WABBLED ABBDELW WABBLE, to wobble (to move unsteadily) [v] 

WABBLER ABBELRW one that wabbles (to wobble (to move unsteadily)) [n -S] 

WABBLES ABBELSW WABBLE, to wobble (to move unsteadily) [v] 

WACKEST ACEKSTW WACK, very bad [adj] 

WACKIER ACEIKRW WACKY, very irrational [adj] 

WACKILY ACIKLWY WACKY, very irrational [adv] 

WACKOES ACEKOSW WACKO, wacky person [n] 

WADABLE AABDELW wadeable (capable of being passed through by wading) [adj] 

WADDERS ADDERSW WADDER, one that wads (to form into wad (small mass of soft material)) [n] 

WADDIED ADDDEIW WADDY, to strike with thick club [v] 

WADDIES ADDEISW WADDIE, cowboy [n]/ WADDY, to strike with thick club [v] 

WADDING ADDGINW wad [n -S] / WAD, to form into wad (small mass of soft material) [v] 

WADDLED ADDDELW WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v] 

WADDLER ADDELRW one that waddles (to walk with short, swaying steps) [n -S] 

WADDLES ADDELSW WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v] 

WADMAAL AAADLMW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WADMALS AADLMSW WADMAL, thick woolen fabric [n] 

WADMELS ADELMSW WADMEL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WADMOLL ADLLMOW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WADMOLS ADLMOSW WADMOL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WADSETS ADESSTW WADSET, to mortgage (to pledge to creditor as security) [v] 

WAENESS AEENSSW woeness (sadness (state of being sad (unhappy))) [n -ES] 

WAESUCK ACEKSUW waesucks (used to express pity) [interj] 

WAFERED ADEEFRW WAFER, to seal with adhesive disk [v] 

WAFFIES AEFFISW WAFFIE, vagabond [n] 

WAFFING AFFGINW WAFF, to wave (to move freely back and forth or up and down) [v] 

WAFFLED ADEFFLW WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAFFLER AEFFLRW one that waffles (to talk vaguely or indecisively) [n -S] 

WAFFLES AEFFLSW WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAFTAGE AAEFGTW act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water) [n -S] 

WAFTERS AEFRSTW WAFTER, one that wafts (to carry lightly over air or water) [n] 

WAFTING AFGINTW WAFT, to carry lightly over air or water [v] 

WAFTURE AEFRTUW waftage (act of wafting (to carry lightly over air or water)) [n -S] 

WAGERED ADEEGRW WAGER, to risk on uncertain outcome [v] 

WAGERER AEEGRRW one that wagers (to risk on uncertain outcome) [n -S] 

WAGGERS AEGGRSW WAGGER, one that wags (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [n] 

WAGGERY AEGGRWY waggish behavior [n -RIES] 

WAGGING AGGGINW WAG, to move briskly up and down or to and fro [v] 

WAGGISH AGGHISW playfully humorous [adj] 

WAGGLED ADEGGLW WAGGLE, to wag (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [v] 

WAGGLES AEGGLSW WAGGLE, to wag (to move briskly up and down or to and fro) [v] 

WAGGONS AGGNOSW WAGGON, to wagon (to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle)) [v] 

WAGONED ADEGNOW WAGON, to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [v] 

WAGONER AEGNORW one who drives wagon [n -S] 

WAGSOME AEGMOSW waggish (playfully humorous) [adj] 

WAGTAIL AAGILTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 
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WAHINES AEHINSW WAHINE, Hawaiian woman [n] 

WAIFING AFGIINW WAIF, to throw away [v] 

WAIFISH AFHIISW waiflike (resembling waif (homeless child)) [adj] 

WAILERS AEILRSW WAILER, one that wails (to utter long, mournful cry) [n] 

WAILFUL AFILLUW mournful (expressing grief or sorrow) [adj] 

WAILING AGIILNW WAIL, to utter long, mournful cry [v] 

WAIRING AGIINRW WAIR, to spend (to pay out) [v] 

WAISTED ADEISTW WAIST, part of body between ribs and hips [adj] 

WAISTER AEIRSTW seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n -S] 

WAITERS AEIRSTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WAITING AGIINTW act of one who waits [n -S] / WAIT, to stay in expectation of [v] 

WAITRON AINORTW server in restaurant [n -S] 

WAIVERS AEIRSVW WAIVER, act of waiving something [n] 

WAIVING AGIINVW WAIVE, to give up intentionally [v] 

WAKAMES AAEKMSW WAKAME, brown seaweed native to Asia [n] 

WAKANDA AAADKNW supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n -S] 

WAKEFUL AEFKLUW not sleeping or able to sleep [adj] 

WAKENED ADEEKNW WAKEN, to wake (to rouse from sleep) [v] 

WAKENER AEEKNRW one that wakens (to wake (to rouse from sleep)) [n -S] 

WAKIKIS AIIKKSW WAKIKI, shell money of South Sea Islands [n] 

WAKINGS AGIKNSW WAKING, state of being awake [n] 

WALKERS AEKLRSW WALKER, one that walks (to advance on foot) [n] 

WALKIES AEIKLSW used to command dog to prepare for walk [interj] 

WALKING AGIKLNW act of one that walks [n -S] / WALK, to advance on foot [v] 

WALKOUT AKLOTUW strike by workers [n -S] 

WALKUPS AKLPSUW WALKUP, apartment house having no elevator [n] 

WALKWAY AAKLWWY passage for walking [n -S] 

WALLABY AABLLWY small kangaroo [n -S] 

WALLAHS AAHLLSW WALLAH, person engaged in particular occupation or activity [n] 

WALLETS AELLSTW WALLET, flat folding case [n] 

WALLEYE AEELLWY eye having white cornea [n -S] 

WALLEYS AELLSWY WALLEY, type of jump in figure skating [n] 

WALLIES AEILLSW WALLIE, valet [n] / WALLY, waly (something visually pleasing) [n] 

WALLING AGILLNW WALL, to provide with wall (upright structure built to enclose area) [v] 

WALLOPS ALLOPSW WALLOP, to beat soundly [v] 

WALLOWS ALLOSWW WALLOW, to roll about [v] 

WALNUTS ALNSTUW WALNUT, edible nut [n] 

WALTZED ADELTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WALTZER AELRTWZ one that waltzes (to perform ballroom dance) [n -S] 

WALTZES AELSTWZ WALTZ, to perform ballroom dance [v] 

WAMBLED ABDELMW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WAMBLES ABELMSW WAMBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WAMEFOU AEFMOUW bellyful (excessive amount) [n -S] 

WAMEFUL AEFLMUW wamefou (bellyful (excessive amount)) [n -S] 

WAMPISH AHIMPSW to throw about [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

WAMPUMS AMMPSUW WAMPUM, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

WAMUSES AEMSSUW WAMUS, heavy outer jacket [n] 
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WANDERS ADENRSW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

WANGANS AAGNNSW WANGAN, wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n] 

WANGLED ADEGLNW WANGLE, to obtain or accomplish by contrivance [v] 

WANGLER AEGLNRW one that wangles (to obtain or accomplish by contrivance) [n -S] 

WANGLES AEGLNSW WANGLE, to obtain or accomplish by contrivance [v] 

WANGUNS AGNNSUW WANGUN, wanigan (supply chest used in logging camp) [n] 

WANIEST AEINSTW WANEY, wany (waning in some parts) [adj] / WANY [adj] 

WANIGAN AAGINNW supply chest used in logging camp [n -S] 

WANIONS AINNOSW WANION, vengeance [n] 

WANKERS AEKNRSW WANKER, offensive word [n] 

WANKING AGIKNNW WANK, offensive word [v] 

WANNABE AABENNW one who aspires to be like someone else [n -S] 

WANNESS AENNSSW quality of being wan (unnaturally pale) [n -ES] 

WANNEST AENNSTW WAN, unnaturally pale [adj] 

WANNING AGINNNW WAN, WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WANTAGE AAEGNTW something that is lacking [n -S] 

WANTERS AENRSTW WANTER, one that wants (to have desire for) [n] 

WANTING AGINNTW WANT, to have desire for [v] 

WANTONS ANNOSTW WANTON, to behave immorally [v] 

WAPITIS AIIPSTW WAPITI, large deer [n] 

WAPPING AGINPPW WAP, to wrap (to enclose in something wound or folded about) [v] 

WARBIRD ABDIRRW vintage military aircraft [n -S] 

WARBLED ABDELRW WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

WARBLER ABELRRW one that warbles (to sing with melodic embellishments) [n -S] 

WARBLES ABELRSW WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

WARDENS ADENRSW WARDEN, chief officer of prison [n] 

WARDERS ADERRSW WARDER, person who guards something [n] 

WARDING ADGINRW WARD, to turn aside [v] 

WAREZES AEERSWZ WAREZ, illegally copied software [n] 

WARFARE AAEFRRW act of engaging in war [n -S] 

WARGAME AAEGMRW to engage in simulated military conflicts [v -D, -MING, -S] 

WARHEAD AADEHRW front part of missile containing explosive [n -S] 

WARIEST AEIRSTW WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

WARISON AINORSW call to attack [n -S] 

WARKING AGIKNRW WARK, to endure pain [v] 

WARLESS AELRSSW free from war [adj] 

WARLIKE AEIKLRW disposed to engage in war [adj] 

WARLOCK ACKLORW sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S] 

WARLORD ADLORRW military leader of warlike nation [n -S] 

WARMERS AEMRRSW WARMER, one that warms (to make warm) [n] 

WARMEST AEMRSTW WARM, moderately hot [adj] 

WARMING AGIMNRW act or instance of making something warm [n -S] / WARM, to make warm [v] 

WARMISH AHIMRSW somewhat warm [adj] 

WARMTHS AHMRSTW WARMTH, warmness (state of being warm (moderately hot)) [n] 

WARMUPS AMPRSUW WARMUP, preparatory exercise or procedure [n] 

WARNERS AENRRSW WARNER, one that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n] 

WARNING AGINNRW something that warns [n -S] / WARN, to make aware of impending or possible danger [v] 
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WARPAGE AAEGPRW act of warping (to turn or twist out of shape) [n -S] 

WARPATH AAHPRTW route taken by attacking Native Americans [n -S] 

WARPERS AEPRRSW WARPER, one that warps (to turn or twist out of shape) [n] 

WARPING AGINPRW WARP, to turn or twist out of shape [v] 

WARRANT AANRRTW to give authority to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WARRENS AENRRSW WARREN, place where rabbits live and breed [n] 

WARRING AGINRRW WAR, to engage in war (state of open, armed conflict) [v] 

WARRIOR AIORRRW one engaged or experienced in warfare [n -S] 

WARSAWS AARSSWW WARSAW, marine fish [n] 

WARSHIP AHIPRSW ship armed for combat [n -S] 

WARSLED ADELRSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSLER AELRRSW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WARSLES AELRSSW WARSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

WARSTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WARTHOG AGHORTW African wild hog [n -S] 

WARTIER AEIRRTW WARTY, covered with warts [adj] 

WARTIME AEIMRTW time of war [n -S] 

WARWORK AKORRWW work done during war [n -S] 

WARWORN ANORRWW showing effects of war [adj] 

WASABIS AABISSW WASABI, pungent herb [n] 

WASHBAG AABGHSW small bag for carrying toiletries when traveling [n -S] 

WASHDAY AADHSWY day set aside for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHERS AEHRSSW WASHER, one that washes (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [n] 

WASHIER AEHIRSW WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

WASHING AGHINSW articles washed or to be washed [n -S] / WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid [v] 

WASHOUT AHOSTUW erosion of earth by action of water [n -S] 

WASHRAG AAGHRSW small cloth used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHTUB ABHSTUW tub used for washing clothes [n -S] 

WASHUPS AHPSSUW WASHUP, act of washing clean [n] 

WASPIER AEIPRSW WASPY, resembling wasp (stinging insect) [adj] 

WASPILY AILPSWY WASPY, resembling wasp (stinging insect) [adv] 

WASPISH AHIPSSW WASP, stinging insect [adj] 

WASSAIL AAILSSW to drink to health of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WASTAGE AAEGSTW something that is wasted [n -S] 

WASTERS AERSSTW WASTER, one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n] 

WASTERY AERSTWY wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -RIES] 

WASTING AGINSTW WASTE, to use thoughtlessly [v] 

WASTREL AELRSTW one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n -S] 

WASTRIE AEIRSTW wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -RIES] 

WATAPES AAEPSTW WATAPE, watap (thread made from roots of various trees) [n] 

WATCHED ACDEHTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WATCHER ACEHRTW one that watches (to observe carefully) [n -S] 

WATCHES ACEHSTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WATERED ADEERTW WATER, to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid) [v] 

WATERER AEERRTW one that waters (to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid)) [n -S] 

WATTAGE AAEGTTW amount of power in terms of watts [n -S] 

WATTAPE AAEPTTW watap (thread made from roots of various trees) [n -S] 
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WATTEST AESTTTW WAT, wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [adj] 

WATTLED ADELTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WATTLES AELSTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WAUCHTS ACHSTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WAUGHTS AGHSTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v] 

WAUKING AGIKNUW WAUK, to wake (to rouse from sleep) [v] 

WAULING AGILNUW WAUL, to cry like cat [v] 

WAVELET AEELTVW small wave [n -S] 

WAVEOFF AEFFOVW act of denying landing permission to approaching aircraft [n -S] 

WAVERED ADEERVW WAVER, to move back and forth [v] 

WAVERER AEERRVW one that wavers (to move back and forth) [n -S] 

WAVICLE ACEILVW subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n -S] 

WAVIEST AEISTVW WAVY, having waves [adj] 

WAWLING AGILNWW WAWL, to waul (to cry like cat) [v] 

WAXABLE AABELWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance) [adj] 

WAXBILL ABILLWX tropical bird [n -S] 

WAXIEST AEISTWX WAXY, resembling wax [adj] 

WAXINGS AGINSWX WAXING, act of one that waxes [n] 

WAXLIKE AEIKLWX resembling wax [adj] 

WAXWEED ADEEWWX annual herb [n -S] 

WAXWING AGINWWX type of passerine bird [n -S] 

WAXWORK AKORWWX effigy made of wax [n -S] 

WAXWORM AMORWWX moth that infests beehives [n -S] 

WAYANGS AAGNSWY WAYANG, performance featuring puppets or human dancers [n] 

WAYBACK AABCKWY interior area at back of vehicle [n -S]  

WAYBILL ABILLWY list of goods relative to shipment [n -S] 

WAYLAID AADILWY WAYLAY, to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v] 

WAYLAYS AALSWYY WAYLAY, to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v] 

WAYLESS AELSSWY having no road or path [adj] 

WAYMARK AAKMRWY object that serves as guide for travelers [n -S] 

WAYSIDE ADEISWY side of road [n -S] 

WAYWARD AADRWWY willful (bent on having one's own way) [adj] 

WAYWORN ANORWWY fatigued by travel [adj] 

WEAKENS AEEKNSW WEAKEN, to make weak [v] 

WEAKEST AEEKSTW WEAK, lacking strength [adj] 

WEAKISH AEHIKSW somewhat weak [adj] 

WEAKONS AEKNOSW WEAKON, subatomic particle [n] 

WEALTHS AEHLSTW WEALTH, great quantity of valuable material [n] 

WEALTHY AEHLTWY having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

WEANERS AEENRSW WEANER, one that weans (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [n] 

WEANING AEGINNW WEAN, to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment [v] 

WEAPONS AENOPSW WEAPON, to supply with weapon (instrument used in combat) [v] 

WEARERS AEERRSW WEARER, one that wears something [n] 

WEARIED ADEEIRW WEARY, to make or become weary [v] 

WEARIER AEEIRRW WEARY, tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

WEARIES AEEIRSW WEARY, to make or become weary [v] 

WEARILY AEILRWY WEARY, tired (sapped of strength) [adv] 
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WEARING AEGINRW WEAR, to have on one's person [v] 

WEARISH AEHIRSW tasteless [adj] 

WEASAND AADENSW throat [n -S] 

WEASELS AEELSSW WEASEL, to act evasively [v] 

WEASELY AEELSWY weaselly (resembling weasel (small carnivorous mammal)) [adj] 

WEASONS AENOSSW WEASON, weasand (throat) [n] 

WEATHER AEEHRTW to expose to atmospheric conditions [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEAVERS AEERSVW WEAVER, one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads) [n] 

WEAVING AEGINVW activity of creating woven materials [n -S] / WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads [v] 

WEAZAND AADENWZ weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WEBBIER BBEEIRW WEBBY, weblike (resembling web) [adj] 

WEBBING BBEGINW WEB, to provide with web (interlaced fabric or structure) [v] / woven strip of fiber [n -S] 

WEBCAMS ABCEMSW WEBCAM, camera used for transmitting live images over World Wide Web [n] 

WEBCAST ABCESTW to transmit sound and images via World Wide Web [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEBFEET BEEEFTW WEBFOOT, foot having toes joined by membrane [n] 

WEBFOOT BEFOOTW foot having toes joined by membrane [n -FEET] 

WEBINAR ABEINRW live interactive educational presentation conducted on website [n -S] 

WEBLESS BEELSSW having no webs [adj] 

WEBLIKE BEEIKLW resembling web [adj] 

WEBLOGS BEGLOSW WEBLOG, website that contains online personal journal [n] 

WEBPAGE ABEEGPW single document on World Wide Web [n -S] 

WEBSITE BEEISTW set of interconnected webpages maintained by individual or organization [n -S] 

WEBSTER BEERSTW weaver (one that weaves (to form by interlacing threads)) [n -S] 

WEBWORK BEKORWW weblike pattern or structure [n -S] 

WEBWORM BEMORWW web-spinning caterpillar [n -S] 

WEBZINE BEEINWZ magazine published on Internet [n -S] 

WEDDERS DDEERSW WEDDER, one that weds (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n] 

WEDDING DDEGINW marriage ceremony [n -S] / WED, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

WEDELED DDEEELW WEDEL, to perform wedeln [v] 

WEDELNS DEELNSW WEDELN, skiing technique [n] 

WEDGIER DEEGIRW WEDGY, resembling wedge [adj] 

WEDGIES DEEGISW WEDGIE, type of woman's shoe [n] 

WEDGING DEGGINW WEDGE, to force apart with wedge (tapering piece of wood or metal) [v] 

WEDLOCK CDEKLOW state of being married [n -S] 

WEEDBED BDDEEEW area of body of water having many weeds [n -S] 

WEEDERS DEEERSW WEEDER, one that weeds (to urinate) [n] 

WEEDIER DEEEIRW WEEDY, resembling weed [adj] 

WEEDILY DEEILWY in weedy (resembling weed) manner [adv] 

WEEDING DEEGINW WEED, WEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WEEJUNS EEJNSUW trademark [n] 

WEEKDAY ADEEKWY any day of week except Saturday and Sunday [n -S] 

WEEKEND DEEEKNW to spend weekend (end of week) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WEENIER EEEINRW WEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

WEENIES EEEINSW WEENIE, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WEENING EEGINNW WEEN, to suppose (to assume to be true) [v] 

WEEPERS EEEPRSW WEEPER, one that weeps (to express sorrow by shedding tears) [n] 

WEEPIER EEEIPRW WEEPY, tending to weep [adj] 
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WEEPIES EEEIPSW WEEPIE, very maudlin movie [n] 

WEEPILY EEILPWY WEEPY, tending to weep [adv] 

WEEPING EEGINPW act of one that weeps [n -S] / WEEP, to express sorrow by shedding tears [v] 

WEETING EEGINTW WEET, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n] 

WEEVILS EEILSVW WEEVIL, small beetle [n] 

WEEVILY EEILVWY WEEVIL, small beetle [adj] 

WEEWEED DEEEEWW WEEWEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WEEWEES EEEESWW WEEWEE, to urinate (to discharge urine) [v] 

WEIGELA AEEGILW flowering shrub [n -S] 

WEIGHED DEEGHIW WEIGH, to determine weight of [v] 

WEIGHER EEGHIRW one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n -S] 

WEIGHTS EGHISTW WEIGHT, to add weight (heaviness) to [v] 

WEIGHTY EGHITWY having great weight [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

WEINERS EEINRSW WEINER, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WEIRDED DDEEIRW WEIRD, to cause to experience strange sensation [v] 

WEIRDER DEEIRRW WEIRD, mysteriously strange [adj] 

WEIRDIE DEEIIRW very strange person [n -S] 

WEIRDLY DEILRWY in weird (mysteriously strange) manner [adv] 

WEIRDOS DEIORSW WEIRDO, weirdie (very strange person) [n] 

WELCHED CDEEHLW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WELCHER CEEHLRW one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n -S] 

WELCHES CEEHLSW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WELCOME CEELMOW to greet cordially [v -D, -MING, -S] 

WELDERS DEELRSW WELDER, one that welds (to join by applying heat) [n] 

WELDING DEGILNW WELD, to join by applying heat [v] 

WELDORS DELORSW WELDOR, welder (one that welds (to join by applying heat)) [n] 

WELFARE AEEFLRW general well-being [n -S] 

WELKINS EIKLNSW WELKIN, sky [n] 

WELLIES EEILLSW WELLIE, Wellington boot [n] / WELLY [n] 

WELLING EGILLNW WELL, to rise to surface and flow forth [v] 

WELSHED DEEHLSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELSHER EEHLRSW one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n -S] 

WELSHES EEHLSSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WELTERS EELRSTW WELTER, to roll about [v] 

WELTING EGILNTW cord or strip used to reinforce seam [n -S] / WELT, to mark with welts (ridges or lumps raised on skin) [v] 

WENCHED CDEEHNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WENCHER CEEHNRW one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n -S] 

WENCHES CEEHNSW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WENDIGO DEGINOW windigo (evil demon in Algonquian mythology) [n -ES, -S] 

WENDING DEGINNW WEND, to proceed along [v] 

WENNIER EEINNRW WENNY, resembling wen (benign tumor of skin) [adj] 

WENNISH EHINNSW wenny (resembling wen (benign tumor of skin)) [adj] 

WERGELD DEEGLRW price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law [n -S] 

WERGELT EEGLRTW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WERGILD DEGILRW wergeld (price paid for taking of man's life in Anglo-Saxon law) [n -S] 

WERWOLF EFLORWW werewolf (person capable of assuming form of wolf) [n -LVES] 
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WESKITS EIKSSTW WESKIT, vest [n] 

WESSAND ADENSSW weasand (throat) [n -S] 

WESTERN EENRSTW one who lives in west [n -S] 

WESTERS EERSSTW WESTER, to move toward west [v] 

WESTING EGINSTW shifting west [n -S] 

WETHERS EEHRSTW WETHER, gelded male sheep [n] 

WETLAND ADELNTW land containing much soil moisture [n -S] 

WETNESS EENSSTW state of being wet (covered or saturated with liquid) [n -ES] 

WETSUIT EISTTUW close-fitting rubberlike suit worn in cold water by skin divers [n -S] 

WETTERS EERSTTW WETTER, one that wets (to make wet) [n] 

WETTEST EESTTTW WET, covered or saturated with liquid [adj] 

WETTING EGINTTW liquid used in moistening something [n -S] / WET, to make wet [v] 

WETTISH EHISTTW somewhat wet [adj] 

WETWARE AEERTWW human brain when considered as functionally equivalent to computer [n -S] 

WHACKED ACDEHKW intoxicated [adj] / WHACK, to strike sharply [v] 

WHACKER ACEHKRW one that whacks (to strike sharply) [n -S] 

WHACKOS ACHKOSW WHACKO, wacko (wacky person) [n] 

WHALERS AEHLRSW WHALER, person engaged in whaling [n] 

WHALING AGHILNW industry of hunting and processing whales [n -S] / WHALE, to engage in hunting of whales (large marine mammals) [v] 

WHAMMED ADEHMMW WHAM, to hit with loud impact [v] 

WHANGED ADEGHNW WHANG, to beat with whip [v] 

WHANGEE AEEGHNW Asian grass [n -S] 

WHAPPED ADEHPPW WHAP, to whop (to strike forcibly) [v] 

WHAPPER AEHPPRW whopper (something unusually large) [n -S] 

WHARFED ADEFHRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

WHARVES AEHRSVW WHARVE, round piece of wood used in spinning thread [n] 

WHATCHA AACHHTW greeting [interj] 

WHATNOT AHNOTTW ornamental set of shelves [n -S] 

WHATSIS AHISSTW whatsit (something whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n -ES] 

WHATSIT AHISTTW something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n -S] 

WHEATEN AEEHNTW pale yellowish color [n -S] 

WHEEDLE DEEEHLW to attempt to persuade by flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEELED DEEEHLW WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELER EEEHLRW one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n -S] 

WHEELIE EEEHILW maneuver made on wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

WHEEPED DEEEHPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEPLE EEEHLPW to give forth prolonged whistle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHEEZED DEEEHWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHEEZER EEEHRWZ one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n -S] 

WHEEZES EEEHSWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHELMED DEEHLMW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHELPED DEEHLPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHEREAS AEEHRSW introductory statement of formal document [n -ES] 

WHEREAT AEEHRTW at which [conj] 

WHEREBY BEEHRWY by which [conj] 

WHEREIN EEHINRW in which [conj] 
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WHEREOF EEFHORW of which [conj] 

WHEREON EEHNORW on which [conj] 

WHERETO EEHORTW to which [conj] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

WHERVES EEHRSVW WHERVE, wharve (round piece of wood used in spinning thread) [n] 

WHETHER EEHHRTW if it be case that [conj] 

WHETTED DEEHTTW WHET, to sharpen by friction [v] 

WHETTER EEHRTTW one that whets (to sharpen by friction) [n -S] 

WHEYISH EHHISWY WHEY, watery part of milk [adj] 

WHICKER CEHIKRW to whinny (to neigh in low or gentle manner) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHIDAHS ADHHISW WHIDAH, whydah (African bird) [n] 

WHIDDED DDDEHIW WHID, to move rapidly and quietly [v] 

WHIFFED DEFFHIW WHIFF, to blow or convey with slight gusts of air [v] 

WHIFFER EFFHIRW one that whiffs (to blow or convey with slight gusts of air) [n -S] 

WHIFFET EFFHITW insignificant person [n -S] 

WHIFFLE EFFHILW to move or think erratically [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHILING GHIILNW WHILE, to cause to pass pleasantly [v] 

WHIMPER EHIMPRW to cry with plaintive, broken sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHIMSEY EHIMSWY whimsy (whim (impulsive idea)) [n -S] 

WHINERS EHINRSW WHINER, one that whines (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [n] 

WHINGED DEGHINW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHINGER EGHINRW one that whinges (to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound)) [n -S] 

WHINGES EGHINSW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WHINIER EHIINRW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj] 

WHINING GHIINNW WHINE, to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound [v] 

WHIPPED DEHIPPW WHIP, to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment) [v] 

WHIPPER EHIPPRW one that whips (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [n -S] 

WHIPPET EHIPPTW small, swift dog [n -S] 

WHIPPIT HIIPPTW small container of nitrous oxide [n -S] 

WHIPRAY AHIPRWY stingray (flat-bodied marine fish) [n -S] 

WHIPSAW AHIPSWW to cut with narrow, tapering saw [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

WHIRLED DEHILRW WHIRL, to revolve rapidly [v] 

WHIRLER EHILRRW one that whirls (to revolve rapidly) [n -S] 

WHIRRED DEHIRRW WHIR, to move with buzzing sound [v] / WHIRR [v] 

WHISHED DEHHISW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHES EHHISSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTS HHISSTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISKED DEHIKSW WHISK, to move briskly [v] 

WHISKER EHIKRSW hair on man's face [n -S] 

WHISKEY EHIKSWY liquor [n -S] 

WHISPER EHIPRSW to speak softly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHISTED DEHISTW WHIST, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISTLE EHILSTW to make shrill, clear musical sound [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHITELY EHILTWY in white (of color of pure snow) manner [adv] 

WHITENS EHINSTW WHITEN, to make white [v] 

WHITEST EHISTTW WHITE, of color of pure snow [adj] 

WHITHER EHHIRTW to what place [adv] 
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WHITIER EHIIRTW WHITY, whitish (somewhat white) [adj] 

WHITING GHIINTW marine food fish [n -S] / WHITE, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

WHITISH HHIISTW somewhat white [adj] 

WHITLOW HILOTWW inflammation of finger or toe [n -S] 

WHITTER EHIRTTW large draft of liquor [n -S] 

WHITTLE EHILTTW to cut or shave bits from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHIZZED DEHIWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WHIZZER EHIRWZZ one that whizzes (to move with buzzing or hissing sound) [n -S] 

WHIZZES EHISWZZ WHIZ, to move with buzzing or hissing sound [v] / WHIZZ [v] 

WHOEVER EEHORVW whatever person [pron] 

WHOLISM HILMOSW holism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

WHOMPED DEHMOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHOOFED DEFHOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOMPH HHMOOPW whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n -S] 

WHOOMPS HMOOPSW WHOOMP, sudden loud sound [n] 

WHOOPED DEHOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOPEE EEHOOPW boisterous fun [n -S] 

WHOOPER EHOOPRW one that whoops (to utter loud cries) [n -S] 

WHOOPIE EHIOOPW whoopee (boisterous fun) [n -S] 

WHOOPLA AHLOOPW noisy commotion [n -S] 

WHOOSIS HIOOSSW object or person whose name is not known [n -ES] 

WHOPPED DEHOPPW WHOP, to strike forcibly [v] 

WHOPPER EHOPPRW something unusually large [n -S] 

WHORING GHINORW use of services of prostitute [n -S] / WHORE, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHORISH HHIORSW lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [adj] 

WHORLED DEHLORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WHORTLE EHLORTW whort (edible berry) [n -S] 

WHOSESO EHOOSSW possessive of whoso [pron] 

WHOSITS HIOSSTW WHOSIT, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 

WHUMPED DEHMPUW WHUMP, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

WHUPPED DEHPPUW WHUP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHYDAHS ADHHSWY WHYDAH, African bird [n] 

WICCANS ACCINSW WICCAN, one who practices wicca (form of nature-oriented witchcraft) [n] 

WICKAPE ACEIKPW wicopy (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

WICKERS CEIKRSW WICKER, slender, pliant twig or branch [n] 

WICKETS CEIKSTW WICKET, small door or gate [n] 

WICKING CGIIKNW material for wicks [n -S] 

WICKIUP CIIKPUW Native American hut [n -S] 

WICKYUP CIKPUWY wickiup (Native American hut) [n -S] 

WIDDERS DDEIRSW WIDDER, widow [n] 

WIDDIES DDEIISW WIDDIE, widdy (hangman's noose) [n] / WIDDY [n] 

WIDDLED DDDEILW WIDDLE, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

WIDDLES DDEILSW WIDDLE, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

WIDENED DDEEINW WIDEN, to make wide or wider [v] 

WIDENER DEEINRW one that widens (to make wide or wider) [n -S] 

WIDEOUT DEIOTUW receiver in football [n -S] 

WIDGEON DEGINOW river duck [n -S] 
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WIDGETS DEGISTW WIDGET, gadget (mechanical device) [n] 

WIDOWED DDEIOWW WIDOW, to deprive of husband [v] 

WIDOWER DEIORWW man whose wife has died and who has not remarried [n -S] 

WIELDED DDEEILW WIELD, to handle or use effectively [v] 

WIELDER DEEILRW one that wields (to handle or use effectively) [n -S] 

WIENERS EEINRSW WIENER, frankfurter [n] 

WIENIES EEIINSW WIENIE, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WIFEDOM DEFIMOW status or function of wife [n -S] 

WIFTIER EFIIRTW WIFTY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

WIGEONS EGINOSW WIGEON, widgeon (river duck) [n] 

WIGGERS EGGIRSW WIGGER, unreliable or eccentric person [n] 

WIGGERY EGGIRWY wig [n -RIES] 

WIGGIER EGGIIRW WIGGY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

WIGGING GGGIINW scolding (harsh reproof) [n -S] / WIG, to provide with wig (artificial covering of hair for head) [v] 

WIGGLED DEGGILW WIGGLE, to move with short, quick movements from side to side [v] 

WIGGLER EGGILRW one that wiggles (to move with short, quick movements from side to side) [n -S] 

WIGGLES EGGILSW WIGGLE, to move with short, quick movements from side to side [v] 

WIGLESS EGILSSW having no wig [adj] 

WIGLETS EGILSTW WIGLET, small wig [n] 

WIGLIKE EGIIKLW resembling wig [adj] 

WIGWAGS AGGISWW WIGWAG, to move back and forth [v] 

WIGWAMS AGIMSWW WIGWAM, Native American dwelling [n] 

WIKIUPS IIKPSUW WIKIUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

WILDCAT ACDILTW to search for oil in area of doubtful productivity [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

WILDERS DEILRSW WILDER, to bewilder (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

WILDEST DEILSTW WILD, living in natural state [adj] 

WILDING DGIILNW wild plant or animal [n -S] / WILD, to go about in group attacking others [v] 

WILDISH DHIILSW somewhat wild [adj] 

WILIEST EIILSTW WILY, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adj] 

WILLERS EILLRSW WILLER, one that wills (to decide upon) [n] 

WILLETS EILLSTW WILLET, shore bird [n] 

WILLFUL FILLLUW bent on having one's own way [adj] 

WILLIED DEIILLW WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLIES EIILLSW WILLIE, offensive word [n] / WILLY, to willow (to clean textile fibers with certain machine) [v] 

WILLING GIILLNW inclined or favorably disposed in mind [adj -ER, -EST] / WILL, to decide upon [v] 

WILLOWS ILLOSWW WILLOW, to clean textile fibers with certain machine [v] 

WILLOWY ILLOWWY pliant (easily bent) [adj -WIER, -WIEST] 

WILTING GIILNTW WILT, to become limp [v] 

WIMBLED BDEILMW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIMBLES BEILMSW WIMBLE, to bore with hand tool [v] 

WIMPIER EIIMPRW WIMPY, weak, ineffectual [adj] 

WIMPING GIIMNPW WIMP, to act in timid manner [v] 

WIMPISH HIIMPSW wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

WIMPLED DEILMPW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

WIMPLES EILMPSW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

WINCERS CEINRSW WINCER, one that winces (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n] 

WINCEYS CEINSWY WINCEY, type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n] 
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WINCHED CDEHINW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINCHER CEHINRW one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n -S] 

WINCHES CEHINSW WINCH, to raise with winch (hoisting machine) [v] 

WINCING CGIINNW WINCE, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

WINDAGE ADEGINW effect of wind (air in natural motion) on projectile [n -S] 

WINDBAG ABDGINW talkative person [n -S] 

WINDERS DEINRSW WINDER, one that winds (to pass around object or fixed center) [n] 

WINDIER DEIINRW WINDY, marked by strong wind [adj] 

WINDIGO DGIINOW evil demon in Algonquian mythology [n -ES, -S] 

WINDILY DIILNWY in windy (marked by strong wind) manner [adv] 

WINDING DGIINNW material wound about object [n -S] / WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [v] 

WINDLED DDEILNW WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINDLES DEILNSW WINDLE, to wind (to pass around object or fixed center) [v] 

WINDOWS DINOSWW WINDOW, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air) [v] 

WINDOWY DINOWWY having many windows [adj] 

WINDROW DINORWW to arrange as hay or grain in long rows [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WINDUPS DINPSUW WINDUP, conclusion [n] 

WINDWAY ADINWWY passage for air [n -S] 

WINESAP AEINPSW red apple with somewhat tart flesh [n -S] 

WINESOP EINOPSW food sopped in wine [n -S] 

WINGBOW BGINOWW mark on wing of domestic fowl [n -S] 

WINGERS EGINRSW WINGER, certain player in soccer [n] 

WINGIER EGIINRW WINGY, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

WINGING GGIINNW WING, to travel by means of wings (organs of flight) [v] 

WINGLET EGILNTW small wing [n -S] 

WINGMAN AGIMNNW pilot behind leader of flying formation [n -MEN] 

WINGMEN EGIMNNW WINGMAN, pilot behind leader of flying formation [n] 

WINGNUT GINNTUW nut with projections for gripping with thumb and finger [n -S] 

WINGTIP GIINPTW type of man's shoe [n -S] 

WINIEST EIINSTW WINEY, winy (having taste or qualities of wine) [adj] / WINY [adj] 

WINKERS EIKNRSW WINKER, one that winks (to close and open one eye quickly) [n] 

WINKING GIIKNNW WINK, to close and open one eye quickly [v] 

WINKLED DEIKLNW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WINKLER EIKLNRW one that winkles (to displace, extract, or evict from position) [n -S] 

WINKLES EIKLNSW WINKLE, to displace, extract, or evict from position [v] 

WINLESS EILNSSW having no wins [adj] 

WINNERS EINNRSW WINNER, one that wins (to be victorious) [n] 

WINNING GIINNNW tending to win [adj -EST] / money won in a game or competition [n -S] / WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WINNOCK CIKNNOW window [n -S] 

WINNOWS INNOSWW WINNOW, to free grain from impurities [v] 

WINSOME EIMNOSW charming (pleasing) [adj -R, -ST] 

WINTERS EINRSTW WINTER, to pass winter (coldest season of year) [v] 

WINTERY EINRTWY wintry (characteristic of winter) [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

WINTLED DEILNTW WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

WINTLES EILNSTW WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

WIPEOUT EIOPTUW fall from surfboard [n -S] 

WIRABLE ABEILRW WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [adj] 
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WIREMAN AEIMNRW one who makes or works with wire [n -MEN] 

WIREMEN EEIMNRW WIREMAN, one who makes or works with wire [n] 

WIRETAP AEIPRTW to intercept messages by means of concealed monitoring device [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

WIREWAY AEIRWWY tube for protecting electric wires [n -S] 

WIRIEST EIIRSTW WIRY, resembling wire [adj] 

WIRINGS GIINRSW WIRING, system of electric wires [n] 

WISDOMS DIMOSSW WISDOM, power of true and right discernment [n] 

WISEASS AEISSSW wiseacre (pretentiously wise person) [n -ES] 

WISEGUY EGISUWY mobster (gangster (member of criminal gang)) [n -S] 

WISENTS EINSSTW WISENT, European bison [n] 

WISHERS EHIRSSW WISHER, one that wishes (to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something) [n] 

WISHFUL FHILSUW desirous (desiring) [adj] 

WISHING GHIINSW WISH, to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something [v] 

WISPIER EIIPRSW WISPY, resembling wisp [adj] 

WISPILY IILPSWY in wispy (resembling wisp) manner [adv] 

WISPING GIINPSW WISP, to twist into wisp (small bunch or bundle) [v] 

WISPISH HIIPSSW wispy (resembling wisp) [adj] 

WISSING GIINSSW WISS, to wish (to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something) [v] 

WISTFUL FILSTUW yearning [adj] 

WISTING GIINSTW WIST, WIS, to know -- WIS and WIST are only accepted forms of this verb; it cannot be conjugated further [v] 

WITCHED CDEHITW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WITCHES CEHISTW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WITHERS EHIRSTW WITHER, to dry up and wilt [v] 

WITHIER EHIIRTW WITHY, flexible and tough [adj] 

WITHIES EHIISTW WITHY, flexible twig [n] 

WITHING GHIINTW WITHE, to bind with flexible twigs [v] 

WITHINS HIINSTW WITHIN, interior place or area [n] 

WITHOUT HIOTTUW exterior place or area [n -S] 

WITLESS EILSSTW lacking intelligence [adj] 

WITLING GIILNTW one who considers himself witty [n -S] 

WITLOOF FILOOTW chicory (perennial herb) [n -S] 

WITNESS EINSSTW to see or know by personal experience [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

WITNEYS EINSTWY WITNEY, heavy woolen fabric [n] 

WITTERS EIRSTTW WITTER, to speak at length on trivial matters [v] 

WITTIER EIIRTTW WITTY, humorously clever [adj] 

WITTILY IILTTWY in witty (humorously clever) manner [adv] 

WITTING GIINTTW knowledge [n -S] / WIT, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

WITTOLS ILOSTTW WITTOL, man who tolerates his wife's infidelity [n] 

WIVERNS EINRSVW WIVERN, two-legged dragon [n] 

WIZARDS ADIRSWZ WIZARD, sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n] 

WIZENED DEEINWZ WIZEN, to shrivel (to contract into wrinkles) [v] 

WIZZENS EINSWZZ WIZZEN, weasand (throat) [n] 

WOADWAX AADOWWX ornamental shrub [n -ES] 

WOBBLED BBDELOW WOBBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WOBBLER BBELORW one that wobbles (to move unsteadily) [n -S] 

WOBBLES BBELOSW WOBBLE, to move unsteadily [v] 

WOENESS EENOSSW sadness (state of being sad (unhappy (not happy))) [n -ES] 
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WOESOME EEMOOSW woeful (full of woe) [adj] 

WOFULLY FLLOUWY WOFUL, woeful (full of woe) [adv] 

WOGGLES EGGLOSW WOGGLE, ring through which Scout's neckerchief is threaded [n] 

WOLFERS EFLORSW WOLFER, one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

WOLFING FGILNOW WOLF, to devour voraciously [v] 

WOLFISH FHILOSW wolflike (resembling wolf (carnivorous mammal)) [adj] 

WOLFRAM AFLMORW tungsten (metallic element) [n -S] 

WOLVERS ELORSVW WOLVER, wolfer (one who hunts wolves (carnivorous mammal)) [n] 

WOMANED ADEMNOW WOMAN, to provide with staff of women [v] 

WOMANLY ALMNOWY having qualities of woman [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WOMBATS ABMOSTW WOMBAT, nocturnal mammal [n] 

WOMBIER BEIMORW WOMBY, hollow (not solid) [adj] 

WOMERAS AEMORSW WOMERA, device used to propel spears [n] 

WOMMERA AEMMORW womera (device used to propel spears) [n -S] 

WONDERS DENORSW WONDER, to have feeling of curiosity or doubt [v] 

WONKERY EKNORWY qualities or activities of wonk [n -RIES] 

WONKIER EIKNORW WONKY, unsteady (firm in position) [adj] 

WONKILY IKLNOWY WONKY, unsteady (not steady (firm in position)) [adv] 

WONKISH HIKNOSW WONK, overly studious student [adj] 

WONNERS ENNORSW WONNER, prodigy (child having exceptional talent or ability) [n] 

WONNING GINNNOW WON, WIN, to be victorious [v] 

WONTING GINNOTW WONT, to make accustomed to [v] 

WONTONS NNOOSTW WONTON, pork-filled dumpling used in Chinese cooking [n] 

WOOABLE ABELOOW WOO, to seek affection of [adj] 

WOODBIN BDINOOW bin for holding firewood [n -S] 

WOODBOX BDOOOWX woodbin (bin for holding firewood) [n -ES] 

WOODCUT CDOOTUW engraved block of wood [n -S] 

WOODHEN DEHNOOW weka (flightless bird) [n -S] 

WOODIER DEIOORW WOODY, containing or resembling wood [adj] 

WOODIES DEIOOSW WOODIE, woody (wood-paneled station wagon) [n] 

WOODING DGINOOW WOOD, to furnish with wood (hard, fibrous substance beneath bark of tree or shrub) [v] 

WOODLOT DLOOOTW area restricted to growing of forest trees [n -S] 

WOODMAN ADMNOOW woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n -MEN] 

WOODMEN DEMNOOW WOODMAN, woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n] 

WOODRAT ADOORTW North American rat having well-furred tail and large ears [n -S] 

WOODSIA ADIOOSW small fern [n -S] 

WOODWAX ADOOWWX woadwax (ornamental shrub) [n -ES] 

WOOFERS EFOORSW WOOFER, loudspeaker designed to reproduce low-pitched sounds [n] 

WOOFING FGINOOW WOOF, to utter gruff barking sound [v] 

WOOLENS ELNOOSW WOOLEN, fabric made of wool [n] 

WOOLERS ELOORSW WOOLER, domestic animal raised for its wool [n] 

WOOLHAT AHLOOTW one who works small farm [n -S] 

WOOLIER EILOORW WOOLY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

WOOLIES EILOOSW WOOLIE, woolly (garment made of wool) [n] 

WOOLLED DELLOOW wooled (having wool of specified kind) [adj] 

WOOLLEN ELLNOOW woolen (fabric made of wool) [n -S] 

WOOLMAN ALMNOOW dealer in wool [n -MEN] 
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WOOLMEN ELMNOOW WOOLMAN, dealer in wool [n] 

WOOMERA AEMOORW womera (device used to propel spears) [n -S] 

WOONERF EFNOORW road in Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n -S] 

WOOPIES EIOOPSW WOOPIE, well-off older person [n] 

WOOPSED DEOOPSW WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

WOOPSES EOOPSSW WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

WOORALI AILOORW curare (arrow poison) [n -S] 

WOORARI AIOORRW curare (arrow poison) [n -S] 

WOOSHED DEHOOSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WOOSHES EHOOSSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WOOZIER EIOORWZ WOOZY, dazed [adj] 

WOOZILY ILOOWYZ WOOZY, dazed [adv] 

WORDAGE ADEGORW number of words used [n -S] 

WORDIER DEIORRW WORDY, using many or too many words [adj] 

WORDIES DEIORSW WORDIE, word lover [n]  

WORDILY DILORWY in wordy (using many or too many words) manner [adv] 

WORDING DGINORW act or style of expressing in words [n -S] / WORD, to express in words [v] 

WORKBAG ABGKORW bag for holding work instruments and materials [n -S] 

WORKBOX BKOORWX box for holding work instruments and materials [n -ES] 

WORKDAY ADKORWY day on which work is done [n -S] 

WORKERS EKORRSW WORKER, one that works (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose) [n] 

WORKING GIKNORW mining excavation [n -S] / WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose [v] 

WORKMAN AKMNORW male worker [n -MEN] 

WORKMEN EKMNORW WORKMAN, male worker [n] 

WORKOUT KOORTUW period of physical exercise [n -S] 

WORKTOP KOOPRTW work surface especially in kitchen [n -S] 

WORKUPS KOPRSUW WORKUP, intensive diagnostic study [n] 

WORLDER DELORRW one who belongs to specified class, time, domain, or sphere of activity [n -S] 

WORLDLY DLLORWY pertaining to world (earth and all its inhabitants) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WORMERS EMORRSW WORMER, one that worms (to rid of worms (small, limbless invertebrates)) [n] 

WORMIER EIMORRW WORMY, infested with worms [adj] 

WORMILS ILMORSW WORMIL, lump in skin of animal's back [n] 

WORMING GIMNORW WORM, to rid of worms (small, limbless invertebrates) [v] 

WORMISH HIMORSW wormlike (resembling worm) [adj] 

WORRIED DEIORRW WORRY, to feel anxious and uneasy about something [v] 

WORRIER EIORRRW one that worries (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [n -S] 

WORRIES EIORRSW WORRY, to feel anxious and uneasy about something [v] 

WORRITS IORRSTW WORRIT, to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v] 

WORSENS ENORSSW WORSEN, to make or become worse [v] 

WORSETS EORSSTW WORSET, worsted (woolen yarn) [n] 

WORSHIP HIOPRSW to honor and love as divine being [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

WORSTED DEORSTW woolen yarn [n -S] / WORST, to defeat (to win victory over) [v] 

WORTHED DEHORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

WOTCHER CEHORTW used as casual greeting [interj] 

WOTTING GINOTTW WOT, WIT, to know (to have true understanding of) [v] 

WOULDST DLOSTUW WILL, to decide upon [v] 

WOUNDED DDENOUW WOUND, WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [v] 
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WOWSERS EORSSWW WOWSER, puritanical person [n] 

WRACKED ACDEKRW WRACK, to wreck (to cause ruin of) [v] 

WRAITHS AHIRSTW WRAITH, ghost [n] 

WRANGLE AEGLNRW to argue noisily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRAPPED ADEPPRW WRAP, to enclose in something wound or folded about [v] 

WRAPPER AEPPRRW one that wraps (to enclose in something wound or folded about) [n -S] 

WRASSES AERSSSW WRASSE, marine fish [n] 

WRASSLE AELRSSW to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRASTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRATHED ADEHRTW WRATH, to make wrathful [v] 

WREAKED ADEEKRW WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v] 

WREAKER AEEKRRW one that wreaks (to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose)) [n -S] 

WREATHE AEEHRTW to shape into wreath [v -D, -N -HING, -S] 

WREATHS AEHRSTW WREATH, band of flowers [n] 

WREATHY AEHRTWY WREATH, band of flowers [adj] 

WRECKED CDEEKRW WRECK, to cause ruin of [v] 

WRECKER CEEKRRW one that wrecks (to cause ruin of) [n -S] 

WRENTIT EINRTTW long-tailed North American songbird [n -S] 

WRESTED DEERSTW WREST, to take away by force [v] 

WRESTER EERRSTW one that wrests (to take away by force) [n -S] 

WRESTLE EELRSTW to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRICKED CDEIKRW WRICK, to wrench (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [v] 

WRIGGLE EGGILRW to turn or twist in sinuous manner [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRIGGLY GGILRWY wriggling [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WRIGHTS GHIRSTW WRIGHT, one who constructs or creates [n] 

WRINGED DEGINRW WRING, to twist so as to compress [v] 

WRINGER EGINRRW one that wrings (to twist so as to compress) [n -S] 

WRINKLE EIKLNRW to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRINKLY IKLNRWY having wrinkles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WRISTED DEIRSTW WRIST, to sweep puck along ice before shooting it [v] 

WRISTER EIRRSTW type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

WRITERS EIRRSTW WRITER, one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [n] 

WRITHED DEHIRTW WRITHE, to squirm or twist in pain [v] 

WRITHEN EHINRTW twisted [adj] 

WRITHER EHIRRTW one that writhes (to squirm or twist in pain) [n -S] 

WRITHES EHIRSTW WRITHE, to squirm or twist in pain [v] 

WRITING GIINRTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument [v] / written composition [n -S] 

WRITTEN EINRTTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument [v] 

WRONGED DEGNORW WRONG, to treat injuriously or unjustly [v] 

WRONGER EGNORRW one that wrongs (to treat injuriously or unjustly) [n -S] / WRONG, not according to what is right, proper, or correct [adj] 

WRONGLY GLNORWY in wrong (not according to what is right, proper, or correct) manner [adv] 

WROUGHT GHORTUW WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose [v] 

WRYNECK CEKNRWY European bird [n -S] 

WRYNESS ENRSSWY state of being wry (contorted) [n -ES] 

WUDDIES DDEISUW WUDDY, loop at end of rope [n]  

WURZELS ELRSUWZ WURZEL, variety of beet [n] 

WUSSIER EIRSSUW WUSSY, wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 
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WUSSIES EISSSUW WUSSY, wuss (wimp (weak, ineffectual person)) [n] 

WUTHERS EHRSTUW WUTHER, to blow with dull roaring sound [v] 

WYSIWYG GISWWYY denoting text on display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on printout [adj] 

WYVERNS ENRSVWY WYVERN, wivern (two-legged dragon) [n] 
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